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The purpose of this book is to inspire YOU, but not only that, it's to teach you to be inspirational with

your own story. Everyone has a story that is only specific to them. Inside of this book, you'll find

mine. I take you from my backstory, to what I wanted to accomplish as a young man after high

school. In my joining the Air Force you will understand the external and internal struggles and the

problems that led me to a new journey in discovering myself. You'll recognize the epiphany I had,

the plan I created to achieve my new desires, and the conflicts I encountered along the way. It may

be obvious what happens at the end of the story, but it's all of experiences in between that will

inspire you to never quit on what you believe in.
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Aaron is an author, business owner, and husband who moved from being an unreflective teen to a

person viscerally disturbed upon first sight of the reality of killing other people in war, to a person

engaged in a search of his true self, to a place of peace and knowledge. He is a young man who

has refused to deceive himself regarding his inner moral compass. Aaron is also a marketing

strategist who helps business owners increase their customer volume through digital marketing.

If your looking to read something inspirational, buy this book. It made me feel like anything is

possible if you just believe in yourself.

An amazing book with great detail through a milestone in a individuals life. Very inspirational and



gives a great outlook on how you should really persue what you love and be successful !

Great read. Gives insight on how a young boy with a business mind grew up. How his journey in life

made him stronger to believe in himself to be able to succeed in his life long goal and wants.

Wow.

Great read ! His story was inspirational. It shows that if you put your mind to something that

anything is possible. Even when the odds are against you. Highly recommended.
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